Overview
Our customers want reliable power – in both
good weather and bad. And while the trees
that thrive throughout the Carolinas are a
source of tremendous pride, they are also
one of the main causes of power outages in
the state.
Duke Energy works consistently to balance
aesthetic concerns with our legal obligation
to provide safe, reliable power to the
households and businesses that depend on
us. It is our responsibility to ensure power
lines are free of trees and other obstructions
that could create a public safety hazard
or disrupt electric service. Trees that are
close to power lines must be pruned or cut
down to ensure they don’t cause power
outages, and Duke Energy does much of this
work proactively. By reducing potentially
dangerous fire and electrical shock hazards,
we are helping keep the power on and your
community safe.
Our crews use a variety of methods to
monitor and manage vegetation growth on
distribution and transmission power line
rights of way, including vegetation pruning,
felling (cutting down) and herbicides. These
methods are based on widely accepted
standards established by the American
National Standards Institute for tree care
maintenance and operations.
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Transmission rights of way
High-voltage transmission lines provide large
amounts of electricity over long distances. The
transmission lines in your community are part of
the larger, interconnected grid system that powers
an entire region, not just the community through
which the lines run. Federal rules are more
stringent for some transmission lines, depending
on the voltage, and may include fines up to $1
million per day for tree-related outages. Duke
Energy manages its grid to ensure safe and reliable
operation of transmission facilities while adhering
to regulations and easement rights.

Distribution rights of way
Distribution lines carry power from local
substations to homes and businesses. A
distribution right of way provides access to a strip
of land so that utilities (electric, telephone, cable,
water and/or gas) may build and maintain service
lines. This right of way is required to provide
safe, reliable delivery of the product. The width of
the right of way for overhead distribution power
lines of any voltage is typically 30 feet (15 feet
on each side).

Examples of pruning methods
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“L” pruning

Vegetation management methods
Duke Energy uses an Integrated Vegetation
Management approach, which includes careful
pruning, selective herbicidal application and
tree felling. This allows us to evaluate power
line areas and determine the best method for
maintaining safe, reliable service.
The objective of an Integrated Vegetation
Management program is to maintain the lines –
before the trees and brush are close enough to
cause outages – in a manner that is consistent
with good arboricultural practices.
Duke Energy uses specific circuit information,
reliability data and other indicators to prioritize
lines for tree pruning and removal.

Pruning methods
We do not “round” trees over because it’s
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not good for a tree’s health. We subscribe to
directional or lateral pruning. These methods are
endorsed by the tree-care industry as the best
pruning techniques for tree health.
Directional pruning involves cutting a limb
back to another limb (or lateral) so that future
growth of the resulting limb is directed away
from the power lines. The basis for this type of
pruning is that each limb removed from a tree
is removed either where it joins another limb
or at the trunk. With directional pruning, tree
growth causes less impact to public safety and
electrical service. This procedure is different
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Duke Energy contractors have been trained on
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